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Abstract
In this tutorial some basic ideas will be outlined and exemplied how graph trans
formation can be employed in specication and programming In particular some
of the respective achievements of the COMPUGRAPH project will be pointed out
Graphs are widely used in many areas of Computer Science and beyond
to describe complex system states structured objects networks and relations
among components Rules are even wider used to dene permitted actions
updates transitions and transformations Typical examples can be found in
functional and logical programming term rewriting theorem proving Petri
nets etc Graphs and rules together yield the paradigm of graph transforma
tion of which one encounters quite a variety of approaches in the literature
see eg 	
 Graph transformation provides a natural way to model
systems and to analyze their behaviour
In this tutorial some basic ideas will be outlined and exemplied how
graph transformation can be employed in specication and programming
In particular some of the respective achievements of the COMPUGRAPH
project will be pointed out Three lines of recent investigations will be dis
cussed in more detail
 Term graph and jungle rewriting
As functional expressions and logical formulas can be represented by hyper
graphs their evaluation can be eciently implemented by hypergraph re
writing This observation has led to the introduction and study of term graph
and jungle rewriting see eg 
 More recent development concern
the use of functional term graph rewriting as a specication language sub
typing with inheritance optimization critical pairs and memorization cf



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 Applications to language denitions
Syntax and semantics  in particular operational semantics  of certain speci
cation and programming languages appropriate parts of them or their parsing
may be dened by graph transformation Examples of this kind are hybrid
query languages for databases the objectbased database language Troll light
and visual languages cf 
 Graph and rule centered languages
Graph transformation may be considered and used as kernel of specication
and programming languages PROGRES and Dactl are examples of this kind
see eg  GRACE is a new graph and rule centered language in an early
stage of development involving researchers from Aachen Berlin Bremen and
Leiden It is intended as a specication and programming language for rule
based systems employing graph rewriting The dream behind GRACE is to
make the potentials of graph grammars and graph transformation systems
more visible and applications of them more popular cf 	 A key
issue of such a language is the structuring principle to break down large sets of
rules in small pieces which is also studied independent of GRACE cf 
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